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ABSTRACT
OPTIMAL SPEED LIMIT FOR SHARED-USE ROADWAYS
by
Yongqiang Yang
Motor vehicle crashes are a serious social problem in the United States. Each year a large
number of motor vehicle crashes occur and many people are killed or injured, resulting in
substantial economic costs. To minimize economic costs, it is necessary to determine
optimal speed limits on roadways because of the strong relationship among posted speed
limit, crash frequency, and crash injury severity.
A comprehensive literature review about the relationship among posted speed limit,
crash frequency, and crash injury severity level was conducted. Crash frequency prediction
models and crash injury severity models are developed to obtain crash frequency and injury
severity of victims in motor vehicle crashes at different posted speed limits. Model tests
were also performed to verify the model fitness of data. Crash costs were then calculated
based on crash frequency, injury severity level, and unit cost of each severity level. In
addition, CORIUM simulation was used under various posted speed limits to obtain
parameters related to operational cost. Total cost curves were then built to show the
relationship between posted speed limit and total economic cost.
Using the developed crash frequency models, injury severity models and CERIUM
simulation results, case studies were conducted to determine optimal speed limits on
selected roadways. The results determined optimal speed limits on specific roadways on
the basis of total cost.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Motor vehicle crashes are a serious social problem in the United States. Each year a
large number of motor vehicle crashes occur and many people are killed or injured.
Moreover, pedestrians and bicyclists are involved in motor vehicle crashes at high rates.
In 2003, there were 33,574 vehicle occupant, 5,649 pedestrian and 816 bicyclist fatalities
in motor vehicle crashes in the United States. Additionally, 2,978,000 vehicle occupants,
94,000 pedestrians and 68,000 bicyclists were injured in crashes (NHTSA, 2003). In
2003, 589 vehicle occupants, 147 pedestrians and 11 bicyclists were killed in traffic
crashes in the State of New Jersey (NHTSA, 2003), indicating the serious problem
caused by traffic crashes in New Jersey.
In 1994, the National Bicycling and Walking Study was released by the
Department of Transportation. The study included two overall goals, the first one was to
increase the percentage of total trips generated by bicycling and walking in the United
States from 7.9 percent to 15.8 percent of all travel trips; and the second goal was to
decrease by 10 percent the number of bicyclists and pedestrians killed or injured in motor
vehicles crashes. To achieve these objectives, it is important to provide pedestrians and
bicyclists with enhanced travel safety, while at the same time encourage more people to
travel by walking or bicycling.
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Ene of the important factors impacting the safety of road users is vehicle travel
speed since a lot of previous studies as shown in Chapter 2 proved the relationship among
speed, crash injury severity, and crash frequency. Also, previous studies showed the
impact of changes in posted speed limit on vehicle travel speed. Therefore, determining
appropriate speed limits for various types of roadways is a possible approach to improve
safety for road users including pedestrians and bicyclists who share the roadway with
motor vehicles. As motor vehicle crashes may result in property damage, injuries or even
fatalities, great losses including direct costs such as property damage, emergency medical
service (EMS), medical treatment, and indirect costs such as insurance premiums are
inevitable. The ability to set appropriate speed limits to minimize costs induced by traffic
crashes for shared roadway conditions has become increasingly important.

1.1 Problem Statement
When determining speed limit for shared traffic roadways, it is necessary to consider not
only travel safety for vehicle occupants, pedestrians, and bicyclists, but also travel time,
fuel consumption, and air pollution. However, posted speed limits are set up across the
world based on engineering and traffic investigations without accounting for the total cost
induced by traffic crashes. Therefore, the use of optimal speed limits based on total costs
is one approach that can be used for setting speed limits that account for shared uses of
the roadway. The optimal speed limit defined by previous researchers as the minimum

3

point on the total cost curve, where total cost consists of crash cost, travel time cost, and
emissions cost. Little research, however, has focused on identifying the optimal speed
limit in terms of total cost analysis for specific types of roadways such as shared-use
roadways. Moreover, no study was found that estimated traffic crash cost by using both
predicted crash frequency and injury severity level sustained by victims in traffic crashes.

1.2 Research Objectives

This research is focused on developing a total cost function for determining the optimal
speed limit, which is the minimum point on the total cost curve. The main objectives of
this study are as follows:
1. Develop crash prediction models to forecast crash frequency with respect to specific
roadway types, both for urban and rural areas.
2. Develop ordered probity models to identify the relationship between injury severities
sustained by vehicle occupants, pedestrians or bicyclists and a set of independent
variables including the posted speed limits on the roadways, and to predict injury severity
sustained by the victims.
3. Develop an Operation Module, which can be used to identify the operational
performance level for various speed limits. CORIUM simulation was used to obtain
vehicle travel time, and vehicle emissions in different speed limits.
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4. Conduct total cost analysis by calculating total cost, which consists of crash cost,
travel time cost, fuel cost, and vehicle emissions cost. Total cost curve is then built, and
the optimal speed limit is determined according to the curve since it corresponds to the
lowest cost.
5. Apply the above models to specific shared-use roadways in New Jersey to determine
optimal speed limits on these roadways.

1.3 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 presented an introduction to the
dissertation, stating the specific problem to be addressed in the research and the research
objectives. Chapter 2 provides a literature review on the relationships among speed limit,
vehicle speed and injury severity, between speed limit and operational cost, and the
criteria used for setting speed limits in different countries as well as in the United States.
Chapter 3 presents a methodology of the models to be used. Chapter 4 gives model
results obtained from the developed models. Chapter 5 shows case studies by applying
the methodology of this research to several specific roadways. Chapter 6 contains the
conclusions of this research.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents a literature review on the following studies: (1) speed limit, vehicle
speed and safety to determine the relationship among speed limit, vehicle speed and crash
incidence as well as the relationship among speed limit, vehicle speed and injury severity
caused by crashes, including both vehicle-vehicle crashes and vehicle-pedestńan/bicycle
crashes; (2) criteria for setting speed limits in different States in the U.S. and in other
countries; (3) review of determination of optimal speed limit; (4) the correlation of
speed limit and operational cost of motor vehicle; (5) existing models which had been
developed to obtain the relationships among vehicle speed, crash frequency, and crash
injury severity.

2.1 Speed Limit and Safety
It is a common understanding that speed plays a very important role in traffic safety.
Speeding contributed to about 39 percent of all fatal motor vehicle crashes in the U.S. in
2001 (ΝΗΤSA, 2001). Moreover, it has been well known that speeding imposes much
more risk on pedestrians and bicyclists compared to vehicle occupants involved in
vehicle crashes. Pedestrians and bicyclists do not have protection available through
vehicle safety equipment such as airbags and seat belts, and for this reason are more
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vulnerable in a motor vehicle crash. It is also well known that speed is one of the most
important factors impacting injury severity once a crash occurred. This can be proved by
the law of physics, namely, Kinetic Energy= 0.5*Mass*Speed 2 . Section 2.1 presents
traffic safety statistics, and the relationship among speed limit, vehicle travel speed, crash
frequency, and crash injury severity.

2.1.1 Traffic Safety Statistics
Nationally, there were approximately 40,000 fatalities and 300,000 injuries in motor
vehicle crashes each year in the last 10 years (NHTSA, 2003). Table 2.1 shows the
number of vehicle occupants, pedestrian and bicyclist fatalities and injuries in the U.S.
from year 1994 to 2003. It can be seen from the table that about 35,000 vehicle
occupants, 5000 pedestrians, and 750 bicyclists were killed in motor vehicle crashes each
year, and that there is a large number of injuries as a result of these crashes, indicating the
serious problem on traffic safety.

7
Table 2.1 Numbers of Fatalities and Injuries for Road Users

Source: Traffic Safety Facts 2003-Ονerview, NHTSA 2003

2.1.2 Speed Limit and Travel Speed

A wealth of studies has been conducted to show the relationship between posted speed
limit and vehicle travel speed. Much research were focused on the impact of the 55-mph
national maximum speed limit (NMSL) in 1974, which was caused by the fuel crisis in
that year, and the impact of the repeal of NMSL in 1985 on vehicle travel speeds,
accident frequency, and injury severity. Burrito et al. (1976) investigated the relationship
between traffic accident frequencies and traffic fatalities in Arizona in 1974 and the 55mph NMSL. Highways with speed limit exceeding 55 mph before 1974 were selected in
the study. Accident data were obtained from the Arizona Department of Transportation
highway accident records for 1973 and 1974. The authors compared mean vehicle speed
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and traffic fatalities on selected highways in the two-year period. The result showed that
travel speeds fell from a range of 5 mph to 8 mph on different highways with the
enactment of the 1974 NMSL, and moreover, the authors attributed the reduction in
traffic fatalities, injury, property damage only crash (PDO), and total accident rates to
both the reduced vehicle travel speed and the speed differential within the traffic stream.
A study conducted by Dart (1977) also showed that the 65-mph speed limit reduced both
the average vehicle speed and the speed differential on all classifications of highways.
As a result of mitigated fuel crisis and lower fuel prices in the 1980s, the NMSL
was repealed and speed limits were raised from 55 mph to 65 mph on rural interstate
highways in 1985. Studies were then conducted to investigate the impact of the increased
speed limit on travel speed and crash fatalities.
Upchurch (1989) presented the experience with the 65-mph speed limit in
Arizona after the speed limit was increased in rural interstate highways. Before and after
vehicle speeds were obtained to evaluate the effect of the 65-mph speed limit. The
results showed that vehicle travel speed increased by about 3 mph following the 10 mph
increase in posted speed limit. Later, a study conducted by Brown et al. (1990) used
Alabama accident records to evaluate the safety impact of the 65 mph speed limit. The
two accident data sets, one year before and one year after the speed limit change, were
obtained to compare accident frequency and injury severity. The authors pointed out that
average speed increased by about 2 mph with the increased speed limit. The strong
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relationship between speed limit and vehicle travel speed were also proved by Freedman
et al. (1990), and Jernigan et al. (1991).
Jernigan and Lynn (1991) also showed in Table 2.2 the speed data during a fiveyear period in selected states, including those increasing speed limit to the 65 mph and
those remaining at the 55-mph speed limit. It can be seen from the table that the average
speed and 85th percentile speed increased much more in states with speed limits that
were originally higher.

Table 2.2 Average and 85 th Percentile Speeds on Rural Interstate Highways

Source: Jernigan and Lynn, 1991

Since the studies above were focused on limited access rural interstate highways,
it is necessary to review the effect of speed limit change on non-limited access roadways.
Parker (1997) conducted a study to evaluate the effect of raising or lowering posted speed
limits on driver behavior and accidents for non-limited access rural and urban roadways.
Speed and accident data were obtained from 100 sites in 22 states before and after posted
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speed limits were changed. Also, speed and accident data during the same time period at
sites where speed limits were not changed were collected to make comparison. The
author concluded that lowering and raising posted speed limits had minor impact on
vehicle travel speed. Table 2.3 showed the change of mean speed and 85th percentile
speed with the change of speed limits.

Table 2.3 Before and After Mean and 85` h Percentile Speed on Non-Limited Access
Roadways

Source: Parker (1997)

In the research above, the author also reviewed previous studies on the effect of
speed limit change on non-limited access roadways, which are shown in Table 2.4. It can
be seen from the table the change in posted speed limits had impact on vehicle travel
speeds, but it did not create equivalent changes.
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Table 2.4 Before and After Mean and 85th Percentile Speed on Non-Limited Access

Roadways

2.1.3 Speed Limit and Crash Frequency

Results of research on the effect of speed limit on crash frequency varied in previous
studies. Scarping (1994) reported a 20 percent decline of traffic crashes on urban roads
in Hamburg City in Germany after the posted speed limit was reduced from 37 mph to 31
mph. Pelota (1991) found that crashes decreased by 14 percent with the posted speed
limit being decreased from 62 mph to 50 mph. However, Parker (1997) obtained
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opposite result in his research. The author found that crashes increased by 5.4 percent at
the 58 experimental sites on non-limited access rural and urban roadways where speed
limits were decreased, while crashes decreased by 6.7 percent at the 41 experimental sites
where speed limits were increased.
As mentioned above, change in posted speed limits has effect on vehicle travel
speed for shared roadways, although the changes are not equivalent. Therefore, it is
necessary to study the relationship between vehicle speed and crash frequency.
Researchers also made conflicting conclusions about the impact of speed on crash
frequency. In TRB Special Report 254 (TRB, 1998), the authors pointed out that a higher
speed is more likely to cause a crash, although motor vehicle crashes are complicated
issues and may be impacted by other factors. In this report, the authors also stated that
there was a strong positive relationship on urban streets between crash probabilities and
speed of the crash-involvement vehicles. Research conducted by Bowie and Waltz (1994)
showed that in all road categories, urban streets made up the highest percentage of fatal
crashes caused by speeding (TRB, 1998).
Kloeden et al. (1997) used a case control study model to compare the crashinvolvement vehicle speeds with speeds of vehicles not involved in crashes but traveling
in the same direction, under the same weather and light conditions, at the same location,
time of day, day of week, and time of year. The findings showed a small reduction in
traveling speed could greatly decrease crash and injury frequency in rural roads. For
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example, a 3 mph speed reduction of traveling vehicles would result in a 31 percent
reduction in casualty crashes.
Later, Davis (1998) developed a deterministic model to predict probability of
pedestrian-vehicle collision and related collision speed. Parametric and parametric
estimation methods were used separately to determine collision likelihood. Davis used a
parametric estimation if vehicle speeds obeyed appropriate distribution forms, and the
relationships among traffic flow, vehicle speed and pedestrian safety were then
determined. If vehicle speeds did not follow appropriate distribution forms, the
parametric estimation was used to forecast collision probability at specific sites where
traffic calming measures, such as measures used for decreasing traffic volume and
lowering vehicle speeds, would most likely impact the probability of collision. The
results showed that sites with the highest average travel speeds also had the highest
likelihood of pedestrian-vehicle collision probability.
In addition, a wealth of studies has been conducted to study the relationship
between vehicle speeds and crash probability. Some of these studies include work
performed by Kim and Li (1996), Stutts et al. (1996), Russell (1990), Do (2002), and
McMahon et al. (1999). Results from their research showed that increase in vehicle
speed led to increasing crash probability.
As for the reason of the relationship between speed and crash probability, Zegeer
et al. (2002) indicated that it is more difficult for drivers at higher speeds to see
pedestrians, and it is even much more difficult to stop the vehicle to yield to pedestrians.
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In addition, stopping distance will be longer for higher speed vehicles than that of lower
speed vehicles. For vehicles traveling at 31 mph, stopping distance will be 200 ft
whereas the number will decrease to about 100 ft for vehicles traveling at 19 mph speeds.
There were other studies, however, showing different results on the relationship
between vehicle speed and vehicle crash likelihood. Solomon (1964) conducted a study
on relating vehicle travel speed to vehicle crash involvement rate. Data in his study are
obtained from crashes occurring on 35 selected rural highway sections with a total length
of 600 miles in 11 States in the U.S. The data set included information from police
reports involving 10,000 drivers who were involved in accidents, and information on
speed measurements and survey data from 290,000 drivers who were not involved in
accident. The speeds of accident-involved and non-involved drivers were then compared
to show the relationship between speed and accident involvement rate. The result
indicated a V-shape relationship between crash involvement rate and travel speed, which
is shown in Figure 2.1. As can be seen from the diagram, crash involvement rate was
greatest for vehicles traveling at 22 mph, and then the rate gradually decreased until it
achieved its lowest rate at 65 mph traveling speed, and then the rate increased again with
increasing travel speed. In the same study, Solomon also compared travel speeds of crash
vehicles with average free flow speed of other vehicles on two and four lane, non-limited
access rural highways. Based on this comparison, a V-shape curve was also built as
shown in Figure 2.2, which showed a strong relationship between speed deviation and
vehicle crash involvement rate. Later, the same conclusion of V-shape relationship was
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achieved by Carillon (1968), who studied U.S. Interstate highways, and by Harkey et al.
(1990), who based their research on rural and urban roads with posted speed limits from
25 to 55 mph in two U.S. states. The V-shape curve showed that a vehicle was more
likely to be involved in a crash when the deviation between the vehicle's speed and the
average speed of vehicles was larger, indicating that vehicles with too fast or too slow
speed were more likely to be involved in an accident.

Figure 2.2 Relationships between vehicle crash involvement rates and deviation from
average traffic speeds.
(Source: ERB 1998)

Garber and Gadirau (1988) also found a negative relationship between average
vehicle speed and crash frequency. Data applied to the research were obtained from 36
sections on seven types of Interstate highways in Virginia. The result indicated that crash
frequency rose by about 7 percent at locations where speed limits were reduced, and fell
by about 11 percent at locations where speed limits were raised when compared with
locations where speed limits remained unchanged. The negative relationship between
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speed and crash frequency was attributed to the fact that drivers were more likely to drive
with higher speed on roads with better geometric characteristics.

2.1.4 Speed Limit and Injury Severity
The results from a majority of studies were consistent that both speed limit and vehicle
speed have a positive impact on injury severity. This means that injury severities are
more likely to be serious with the increase in speed limit, and less serious with the
reduction in speed limit. Jensen (1998) conducted a study to determine the effect of
lowering speed limits in Denmark on injury severity of pedestrians and bicyclists. The
result showed a 25 percent reduction in occurrence of pedestrian crashes for all injury
severity levels. When the urban speed limit was reduced from 37.5 mph to 30 mph in
1985, average vehicle travel speeds decreased by 1.25-1.875 mph, and pedestrian
fatalities, serious injuries and slight injuries dropped by 31%, 4%, 9%, respectively.
Figure 2.4 shows pedestrian injury trends in Denmark from 1950 through 1997. In
Denmark, national speed limits were reduced several times starting from 1974 to 1997.
The figure indicates a declining trend of pedestrian injuries during that period. In
addition, Figure 2.5 shows a strong relationship between posted speed limits and
pedestrian injury severities. Based on the pedestrian injury data during the period of
1986-1985, no pedestrian was killed on the roadways with speed limits 15 or 20 km/h,
whereas 35 percent of pedestrians were killed when struck by motor vehicles on
roadways with speed limits 110 km/h.

Figure 2.4 Pedestrian injuries by severity and speed limit.
(Source: Jensen 1999)
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For crashes involved in vehicle and vehicle, Duncan (1998) pointed out a higher
speed limit increases injury severity level sustained by vehicle occupants when the car
was involved in truck-passenger car rear-end collisions. Α study conducted by Stuster
and Coffman (1998) summarized the effect of lowering or raising the speed limit on
injury severity for vehicle occupants. This summary is presented in Table 2.5. The table
shows that injury severity increase with the increase of speed limit, and decrease with the
reduction of speed limit.

Table 2.5 Effect on Injury Severity of Lowering or Raising Speed Limit

Source: Stuster and Coffman (1998)
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As for the effect of vehicle travel speed on injury severity for vehicle occupants,
Solomon (1964) pointed out that injury severity was more serious with increasing travel
speed on rural roads. Based on the analysis of 10,000 crashes, Solomon concluded that
injury severity increased at speeds exceeding 60 mph, and the likelihood of a fatal crash
raised drastically for speeds over 70 mph. Joksch (1993) found that the probability of
fatality for a vehicle driver in a crash increased sharply with the change in vehicle travel
speed as shown in Figure 2.6. It can be seen from the figure that the fatal probability
rises at 30 mph speed and is over 50 percent when the impact speed exceeds 60 mph.
The probability of a driver being killed at 50 mph is 15 times that of the fatal probability
at 25 mph. The fatal probability curve from the research by O'Day and Flora (1982) was
also shown for comparison. The difference in the curves was attributed to vehicle
quality, seat-belt use and emergency medical care. Research conducted by O'Donnell et
al. (1996), and Kockelman et al. (2002) also showed the strong relationship between
vehicle travel speed and injury severity level.
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Figure 2.5 Effect of change in speed on probability of fatality.
(Source: Joksch 1993)

The relationship between vehicle speed and injury severity sustained by
pedestrians and bicyclists is critical since they are more vulnerable road users compared
with vehicle occupants. Zegeer et al. (2002) showed that speeding played an important
role in pedestrian injury severity in vehicle-pedestrian crashes. The authors also showed
that the probability of a pedestrian fatality was 0.85 when a pedestrian was struck by a
vehicle at 40 mph speed, the probability reduced to 0.45 at 30 mph, and at 20 mph
vehicle speed, the probability decreased sharply to only 0.05. The result indicated that
the probability of serious injury level increases drastically with increased vehicle travel
speed. This conclusion was also supported by other studies conducted by Pasadena and
Salmivaara (1993), Leaf and Presser (1999), Pharaoh and Russell (1991), Proctor
(1991), Anderson et al. (1997), Ivan et al. (2001), Davis (2001), and Davis et al. (2003).
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Since children are much more vulnerable in crashes, some of the studies were
focused on injury severity of crashes involving children pedestrian. Jacobsen et al.
(2000) conducted a research on child pedestrian injuries on residential streets. A joint
exponential model of the pedestrian injury risk was applied to evaluate five variables,
including vehicle speed, vehicular volumes, parking vehicles, total pedestrians and
multiple-family housing. The results showed that vehicle speed was the most important
factor for pedestrian injuries. The risk of pedestrian injury at 30 mph was shown to be
7.6 times that of pedestrian injury at 20 mph speeds.
Pitt et al. (1990) also studied the pedestrian injury severity in children. The
Pedestrian Injury Causation Study (CIS) data, which was obtained by several survey
teams gathering pedestrian injuries data from five U.S. cities police report between
September 1977 and March 1980, was used for the research. The authors selected 1035
urban pedestrian injuries that involved youth below 20 years of age. By using the Injury
Severity Score (ISS) to denote pedestrian injury severity, the results illustrated that
vehicle speed was strongly related to injury severity. The Injury Severity Score (ISS),
which takes a value from 0 to 75, is an anatomical scoring system providing an overall
score for patients with multiple injuries. Each injury is represented by an Abbreviated
Injury Scale (AIDS) score and responds to one of six body regions including head, face,
chest, abdomen, extremities including Pelvis, and external. The ISS is then obtained
from the sum of the squares of the highest AIDS score in each of the three most severely
injured body regions. For example, the mean ISS was 4.16 for vehicle speeds less than
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20 mph, and 11.06 for vehicle speeds 30 mph or more. The research showed that 20
percent of children were hit by vehicles with speeds of more than 30 mph, and the
victims sustained more serious injuries compared with those struck by lower speed
vehicles.
In addition, several studies showed relationship between vehicle travel speed and
injury severity sustained by bicyclists when involved in crashes. Landis (1994)
developed a model to predict bicyclists' risk when they shared the roadway with motor
vehicles. The research used the HS (Interaction Hazard Score) to evaluate roadway
safety. JETS means bicyclists' perception of the hazard of sharing roadway with motor
vehicles. The result indicated a strong relationship between vehicle speed and bicyclist's
safety. Davis (1987) conducted a research to identify significant factors impacting
bicyclist safety. The research was based on 29 bicyclists' perceptions of eight routes in
the Atlanta, Georgia metropolitan area. Davis' analysis indicated that traffic volume and
speed played the most important role in identifying bicyclist suitability, which used
bicycle safety index rating (BSIR) to denote roadway conditions for bicycle operation.

2.2 Criteria for Setting Speed Limits
This research is aimed to develop a procedure for setting speed limits for shared
roadways based on pedestrian/ bicyclist injury severity. Other criteria for setting speed
limits, however, must be taken into account to establish optimal speed limit. Therefore, it
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is necessary to review the criteria used by various states, organizations and agencies for
setting speed limits.
Speed limits generally represent the maximum safe and reasonable speed on
roadways in good traffic and roadway conditions. Therefore, a reasonable speed limit
should provide drivers with enough time to take actions to slow down or stop vehicles in
emergency conditions so that potential crashes can be avoided. In general, jurisdictions
such as the state, counties and cities that have control over a roadway have the authority
to set speed limit for that roadway. Setting speed limit on a particular roadway, however,
is primarily based on traffic engineering study or survey. The following sections describe
a review of the criteria for setting speed limits in various countries.

2.2.1 Definition of Speed Limit
There are several kinds of speed limits and these are stated as follows (ERB, 1998):
1. Statutory Speed Limits: statutory speed limits are the speed limits specified by state
motor vehicle laws and are determined for specific categories of streets and highways.
These limits can be changed in terms of an engineering study.
2. Posted Speed Limit: the posted speed limit is a numerical value conveyed to drivers
using regulatory sign. It is typically set based on an engineering study and may be a
different speed limit than the statutory value.
3. Prima Facie Speed Limit: the prima facie speed limit is the speed limit above which
motorists are possibly charged with driving unlawfully. Approximately one-third of all
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states in U.S. use prima facie speed limits or both prima facie and absolute speed limits.
Absolute speed limits are alternate speed limits to the prima facie limits.
4. Absolute Speed Limit: the absolute speed limit is a numerical value above which is
always regarded as unlawful regardless of roadway or environmental conditions.
Approximately two-thirds of the states use absolute speed limits with prima facie speed
limits as alternatives.
5. Differential speed limits: differential speed limits specify different speed limits for
different types of vehicles. It is based on the rule that large trucks need much longer
stopping distances than cars.

2.2.2 MUTED Guidelines of Setting Speed Limits
The Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTED) presents in Section 2B.11
guidance on setting speed limits. The guidance recommends the 85th percentile speed of
free flow traffic to be the posted speed limit, rounded up to nearest mph increment.
Also, the guidance provides possible factors to be considered for setting speed limits. The
factors include (Source: MUTCD, 2000):
•

Road characteristics, shoulder condition, grade, alignment, sight distance;

•

The pace speed;

•

Roadside development and environment;

•

Parking practices and pedestrian activity; and
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•

Reported crash experiences for at least a 12-month period.

2.2.3 Other Speed Limit Setting Guidelines
In 1998, the Transportation Research Board (ERB) published "Special Report 254:
Managing Speed". The main objectives were to review the current practice for setting

and enforcing speed limits on all roads rather than just on major highways, to provide
state and local governments with guidance on appropriate methods of setting speed
limits, and to describe related enforcement strategies. The report identified four primary
methods of setting speed limits. These methods are stated as follows:
Statutory speed limit: Α statutory speed limit is one established by the legislature.
This kind of limit can be determined by federal, state or local government. In the process
of determining the speed limit, many other factors such as design speeds, crash data,
vehicle travel speeds, and traffic congestion are considered. In addition, the statutory
speed limit can be changed based on engineering study. The 55 mph of National
Maximum Speed Limit (NMSL), for instance, was established in 1973 in response to
energy crisis to reduce energy costs. However, there was a repeal of the NMSL of 55
mph in 1995, which allowed States to set appropriate speed limits on major highways
because the public was no longer concerned about energy cost at that time.
Optimum speed limits: Optimum speed limits are based on the optimal level from a
societal perspective. The optimum speed can be determined by obtaining the minimum
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point of total cost, which includes costs such as vehicle operation cost, crash cost, travel
time cost and other social costs. Although this method is appropriate for setting speed
limits for different road types, it has never been used in practice due to the difficulty of
quantifying key variables.
Engineering study method: An engineering study method sets speed limit in terms of
85 th percentile speed. The speed limit may be adjusted based on other factors such as
crash experience, roadside development, roadway geometry, and maximum speed limits
set by statute or local ordinance. For example, on urban roads, particularly on urban
residential streets, the public will be concerned more about pedestrian safety, property
access rather than travel efficiency. Therefore, setting speed limits based on 85 th
percentile speed is no longer appropriate.
Expert system-based approach: An expert system-based approach uses expert system
to propose speed limits. The expert system applies computer programs to imitate an
expert's thought processes to solve problems in the procedure of setting speed limits.
The expert system not only takes into account all the factors included in the engineering
study method, but also provides more explicit factors and decision rules in the process of
determining speed limits. The system seems to be most appropriate for roads where the
85 th percentile speed is regarded as not suitable for setting speed limits.
Other approaches: Other approaches for setting speed limits include basic law limits,
which means "vehicles shall be driven in a careful and prudent manner, depending on the
conditions at the time and place of operation" (ERB, 1998). Variable speed limits are
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also the type of speed limits, which provide drivers with guidance on appropriate
maximum and minimum speed limits based on actual traffic and roadway conditions.

2.2.4 Speed Limit Eriteria in States
As each state has authority to establish speed limits on roadways within the state, there
are various speed limits in different states based on different criteria. The following
sections introduce criteria of setting speed limits in New Jersey and the other similar
States. Since the data used in this research are obtained from NJDOT accident database,
it is necessary to review the criteria for setting speed limits in New Jersey. The criteria in
other two states, Minnesota and Florida, are reviewed to show comparisons among
various states.
2.2.4.1 New Jersey. The New Jersey Permanent Statutes Title 39 Motor Vehicles and
Traffic Regulations provide guidance on setting speed limit in New Jersey. Title 39:4-98
states that unless a lower speed is specified, the prima facie rate of vehicle speed should
not exceed (Source: New Jersey Permanent Statutes):
a) Twenty-five miles per hour, when passing through a school zone during recess, when
the presence of children is clearly visible from the roadway, or while children are going
to or leaving school, during opening or closing hours.
b) Twenty-five miles per hour in any business or residential district, and thirty-five miles
per hour in any suburban business or residential district.
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c) Fifty miles per hour in all other locations, except as otherwise provided in the
"Sixty- Five MPH Speed Limit Implementation Act".
These speeds can be changed on the basis of an engineering and traffic study, which
shows that different speed limits should be set under various conditions. Also, the
statutes state that speed limits must be approved by the Commissioner of Transportation
after an investigation.
The 85th percentile speed, which is the speed that 85 percent of motorists drive at
or below, has been used as a primary factor for setting speed limits by many agencies,
including the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT). However, when the
85th percentile speed is used as the most important factor in the process of setting speed
limits, motorists are assumed to decide the appropriate travel by themselves, and the 85` h
percentile speed is regarded as a reasonable safe speed for the roadway (Fitzpatrick et al.,
1997). In addition, some other studies have shown that the 85 percentile speed may be
larger than the design speed of a roadway. Although these limitations exist, the 85` h
percentile speed is still regarded by both agencies and researchers as one of the most
important factors for setting appropriate speed limits.
In New Jersey, the engineering study conducted to establish the most appropriate
speed limit includes:
•

Radar checks, if possible, for 100 vehicles in each direction for each particular
zone along with a sketch showing the location of the unmarked car and direction
of the radar beam.

•

Data showing the 85 1h percentile speed of the above checks.
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•

Crash data for the latest available year.

•

A description of the roadway characteristics including width, curbing, sidewalks,
shoulders, adjacent land use, parking restrictions, school locations and areas of
pedestrian activity.

•

Ball banking data, if possible, for all curves along the roadway to determine the
advisory speed to be utilized with warning signs.

•

Certified Ordinance (County roadway) (Municipal roadway) with the speed limit
listed in zones (beginning and ending limits within each zone) and with School
Zone speed limits included if applicable. [Promulgated pursuant to N.J.S.A. 39:48(b)].

•

A statement of the reasons the above data was unable to be submitted.

•

A statement of the reasons for the engineer's decision.

2.2.4.2 Other States. Similar to the State of New Jersey, several other States, which are
also located in the northeast coast area of the USA, set speed limits on various roadways.
These States include Connecticut, New York, and Pennsylvania. For example,
Connecticut sets speed limits as follows (NHTSA, 2001):
•

65 MPH on multiple lane, limited access highways which are suitable for such a
speed limit

•

55 MPH upon other highways

•

50 MPH for a school bus on a divided limited access highway

•

40 MPH for a school bus on all other highways

New York State sets speed limits as shown below (NHTSA, 2001):
•

65 MPH on parts of certain designated highways

•

Towns may establish maximum speed limits less than 55 MPH on roads within
their exclusive jurisdiction.
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•

Cities and villages may establish maximum speed limits less than 55 MPH on
roads within their exclusive jurisdiction.

•

A city or village may establish maximum speeds of not less than 15 MPH on
certain private driveway or parking areas

•

Other local authorities or school districts may establish speed limits less than 55
MPH on driveways or parking fields under their jurisdiction
In addition, a local government may be prohibited by the State Department of

Transportation from establishing maximum speed limits on certain designate State
maintained highways.
Speed limits set by the State of Pennsylvania are shown as follows (NHTSA, 2001):
•

65 MPH on certain interstate highways and freeways

•

55 MPH on other highways

•

35 MPH in urban districts

•

15 MPH in a school zone
Based on engineering and traffic investigations, the State or a local government

may increase or decrease the speed limits on the highways within their jurisdiction. Such
speed limits may be varied under different weather conditions and other factors bearing
on safe speeds (NHTSA, 2001).

2.3 Optimal Speed Limit
Studies have been conducted proposing the use of optimal speed limits from a societal
perspective rather than from individual drivers' viewpoint. Individual drivers do not
always recognize the risks imposed on others by their choice of driving speeds. Also,
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they do not take into account such speed-related costs as air pollution costs, fuel
consumption costs. The optimal speed for an individual driver is therefore different from
the optimal speed for a social community, and thus, calculating social optimal speed
limits appears to be more comprehensive than calculating individual optimal speed limit
only.
Oppenlander (1962) proposed a method to express costs per mile of travel as a
function of speed. The total costs consisted of four categories, including vehicle
operation cost, time cost, crash cost, and service (comfort and convenience) cost. In that
study, cost curves were developed by economic studies of vehicular travel on two-lane
and multilane highways, in various traffic areas under a set of travel conditions and for
different types of vehicles. The optimal speed was then determined as the minimum
point on the total cost curve. The point represents the minimum social cost of highway
transportation based on a particular set of conditions.
Marseilles (1962) used Oppenlander approach to obtain optimal speed limits for
passenger cars and commercial vehicles on two and four lane roadways in urban and rural
areas on day and at night. The result indicated that optimal speeds, which minimized the
total cost, could be determined for each of above conditions. For instance, there was an
11 mph difference in optimal speed limits between for passenger cars and for commercial
vehicles, and the optimal speed for passenger cars in rural area was 50 mph while in
urban areas it ranged from 29 mph to 41 mph.
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Jondrow (1982) also used the above approach to obtain the social optimum speed.
In the research, the optimal speed for individual drivers was first determined by selecting
the intersect point of marginal benefit and marginal cost for speed. The result showed
that the optimal speed was impacted by such factors as the value of time, the value of life,
gasoline price, the increased gasoline use, and fatality rate variation per mile change of
speed. Then, the optimal speed was adjusted to be the social optimal speed by taking into
account external costs. The model for the social optimal speed developed in that research
was expressed as follows,

Where,
S: social optimum speed
VT : value of time ($/h)
PG. the price of gasoline
VLF : the amount necessary to compensate a driver for an increase in the probability of a

fatal crash
c : the increase in gasoline use per mile as speed increase 1 mph.
b : the increased probability per mile on driver of a fatal crash as speed increase mph
b': the increased probability per mile on other people of a fatal crash as speed increase 1
mph
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2.4 Speed Limit and Total Eost
In this dissertation, total cost is defined as the summation of crash cost, travel time cost,
fuel cost, and emissions cost. Each of the costs is described in following section.

2.4.1 Erash Eost
Speed has been proved by previous studies to be strongly related to crash severity.
Therefore, it is obvious that decreasing vehicle speeds can reduce injury severity
sustained by both vehicle occupants and pedestrians/bicyclists who are involved in
crashes. As a result, crash cost can also be reduced when speed is reduced.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHA) determined comprehensive crash
costs by using respectively the KABCO and abbreviated injury scale (AIDS) shown in
Tables 2.6 and 2.7.

Table 2.6 FHA Comprehensive Crash Costs by KABCO Scale Injury (1994 & 2000
Dollars)

Source: FHA (1994), * denotes the value is calculated based on fatality value change in MS scale
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Table 2.7 FHA Comprehensive Crash Costs by AIDS Scale Injury (1994 & 2000
Dollars)

Source: FHA (1994, 2000)

The comprehensive costs shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.7 include direct costs related
to property damage, emergency medical services (EMS), medical treatment, lost
productivity, and insurance payouts, and indirect costs consisting of insurance premiums
and automobile safety features.

2.4.2 Travel Time Eost
In addition to traffic safety, speed also influences vehicle travel time, which is an
important factor for drivers to choose appropriate travel speeds. An increase of travel
speed on a specific segment results in a decreased travel time since the travel time is
defined as the travel speed divided by the segment length under free flow condition.
Travel time cost is defined as the product of travel time (hour), value of travel
time (US$/hour), and average vehicle occupancy (AVON). Studies have been conducted to
obtain travel time value. In their study on benefit-cost evaluation of an electronic toll
collection system, Li et al. (1999) showed that the average time value for vehicle
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occupants in California was $9.73 per hour in 1995, with a vehicle mode share being 5.11
percent for trucks and 94.89 percent for automobile and buses, and the average vehicle
occupancies remained unchanged over the study period. The value of time in the above
study was originally obtained from the hourly value in the Highway Economic
Requirement System (HERS), which is a computer model employed by the U.S.
Department of Transportation, and then the value was adjusted in terms of inflation rate
and the mode share of vehicles. In addition, the authors assumed that average vehicle
occupancies were the same as the national average with the values of 1.8 for auto, 1.1 for
truck, and 20 for bus.
According to a study conducted by Levinson in 1994, the value of time for
vehicle occupants in the State of Massachusetts was about $12 per hour in 1993 with the
assumption that average annual household worker worked for 2300 hours per hour, and
that the estimation of median household income in the State was $34,662.
A study conducted by Texas Transportation Institute (TETI, 1999) titled `The
Urban Mobility Report', quantified urban mobility in terms of congestion cost for 68
major urban areas in USA, including the NY-NJ-Philadelphia area. TTΙ used the national
average wage rate of $12.40 in 1999 as the value of time in the study to calculate
congestion cost for NY-NJ-Philadelphia area. Later, the National Center for
Transportation and Industrial Productivity (NCTIP) at New Jersey Institute of
Technology (NJIT, 2001) conducted a study on mobility and costs of congestion in New
Jersey. The study used county-based wage data in the year 2000 as the value of time to
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evaluate congest cost for each county in New Jersey. The wage rates ranged from $11.75
for Cumberland County to $26.87 per hour for Somerset County. In this dissertation,
however, the selected roadways are across the State, the average wage rate of $18.79 in
the year of 2000 in New Jersey is then used as the value of time to obtain travel time cost
in order to better reflect New Jersey conditions. In addition, average vehicle occupancy
of 1.25, a value assumed for all roadways in New Jersey in the 2000 NJIT study, is also
used in this dissertation.

2.4.3 Emissions Eost
Speed has been proved to be a factor impacting vehicle emissions, these emissions
contribute to the pollution of the atmosphere. In general, emissions such as volatile
organic compounds (VOC) and carbon monoxide (CO) are highest in low-speed,
congested conditions and rise again in high speed, free-flow driving conditions. Greater
engine power demands at high speeds produce more DOC and CO emissions, but it is
unclear either about the exact speed that this situation occurs or the quantity of extra
emissions produced. Emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NO) increase gradually at speeds
well below free-flow freeway speeds, but it is also uncertain about what speed the
increase begins and the rate of increase (ERB, 1995).
Studies have been conducted to estimate air pollution cost. For example, the unit
costs of air pollutants in year 2000 A$ (Australia Dollar) are stated by Cameron (2003) as
follows:
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Wang et al. (1995) applied two methods including control cost method and
damage value method to calculate unit emission cost for 17 cities in U.S. The result
showed unit emission values of air pollutants including NO, BOG (reactive organic
gases), CO, ΡΜ10 (particulate matter less than 10 microns) and SO, and there were
different values in different cities. For example, the emission values obtained from the
damage value method had a range from $2840 to $6890 per ton for NO, $1350 to $3540
per ton for BOG, $2960 to $10840 per ton for PM 10, and $2210 to $3600 per ton for
Sox. In addition, FHA (1997) provides air pollution costs estimates as shown in Table
2.8. Li et al. (1999) provided unit cost of pollutants in their study. Unit costs of Box,
HC, and CO were $1.28/kg, $1.28/kg, and $0.0063/kg (1995 Dollars), respectively. In
this research, unit cost of pollutants provided by Li et al. was used and then adjusted to
the year 2000 dollars because only this research provided unit costs of the three emissions
obtained from CORSIM simulation. As for the problem of different unit costs in various
areas, the result of this dissertation shows that air emission cost only take a very small
proportion, say 0.05%, of total cost, then the impact of area difference on unit cost
estimation can be ignored.
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Table 2.8 Air Pollution Costs

Source: FHA (1997)

2.4.4 Fuel Eonsumption Eost
Similar to the impact of speed on emissions, vehicle speed also greatly influences fuel
economy. Davis (1994) showed that fuel consumption could be expressed as a function
of vehicle speed. Under certain conditions, such as steady state and cruise-type driving
conditions, fuel efficiency peaks at 35 to 45 mph and then drops at higher speeds. Also,
fuel efficiency is reduced at lower speeds due to engine friction, tires and accessories
(e.g., power steering and air conditioning) (ERB, 1995). However, in a study conducted
by Davis in 1997, the speed with best fuel efficiency was adjusted to 55 mph under
steady state, cruise-type driving conditions (ERB, 1998).
This dissertation used the fuel cost $1.46 per gallon for the year of 2000 based on
the 2000 NJIT study, which obtained the fuel price from New Jersey from AAA website.
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2.5 Existing Erash Incidence and Injury Severity Models

Models such as linear regression model, ordered probity model, logistic regression model,
have been used to predict either probability of crash incidences or injury severity caused
by crashes. In the following sections, several models for crash frequency prediction or
injury severity prediction and their applications are briefly introduced.

2.5.1 Empirical Erash Frequency Models

Several empirical crash probability prediction models developed by European experts
were based on the crash experience data, and showed the relationship among the number
of pedestrian-vehicle crashes, vehicle volume and pedestrian volume.
The Swedish model (Bride, 1998) is stated as follows:

Where
N Crashes: Number of Pedestrian Crashes per Year
Vehs= number of incoming vehicles a day, and
Beds= number of passing pedestrians a day.

The English model (Haycock, 1984) has a similar function as the Swedish model, it
states as follows,

Where
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nBumebardofsp=igtnady.
Since pedestrian volume is required in the empirical models above, the models
cannot be used in this research because pedestrian volume is not available in an existing
database. Also, it is impossible in this research to collect pedestrian volume data due to
the large number of roadways and even larger number of crash locations where data
would need to be collected. Therefore, Poisson and negative binomial regression model
are used in this research to show the relationship between crash probability and speed
limit.

2.5.2 Poisson and Negative Binomial Crash Frequency Model
Poisson and negative binomial model have been used in many studies to develop accident
prediction model (Miaow et al., 1993, Miao, 1994). Miaow et al. (1993) used Poisson model
to determine relationships between vehicle crashes and highway geometric design. The
author indicated Poisson model was appropriate in developing the relationships when the
vehicle accident data were not significantly overdispersion, namely, there did not have a
great difference between the mean and the variance of data.
Later, Miao (1994) conducted a study to evaluate Poisson and negative binomial
regression model in the process of developing relationship between truck accidents and
geometric design of road sections. The result showed that Poisson model could be used
as initial model to develop the relationship, and if there existed overdispersion of crash
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data, both negative binomial model and zero inflated Poisson models could be used to
develop the relationship.
Schneider et al. (2001) applied negative binomial models to show the impact on
pedestrian crashes of exposure, roadway, and land use factors. Poisson models were also
developed for comparison although the difference of the mean and variance were large,
indicating the negative binomial models were more appropriate. Significant variables
found to be significant in the study included segment length, pedestrian volume, marked
crosswalk, the number of bus stops, and crash location.

2.5.3 Logistic Injury Severity Model
The injury severity levels used in this research, which follow a KABCO scale, are
regarded as ordered outcomes. In a KABCO scale, K represents killed, A stands for
incapacitating injury, B represents moderate injury, C means complaint of pain, and O
stands for property damage only. Therefore, both ordered legit model and ordered probity
model, which are introduce in this section and next section, can be used to develop the
relationship between injury severity and speed limit.
According to Homer (2000), the goal of logistic regression modeling is to
evaluate the relationship between a dependent variable and various independent
variables. The difference between logistic regression model and linear regression
modeling is that the dependent variable in a logistic regression model is binary or ordered
while in linear regression model it is continuous.
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Logistic regression model uses the legit transformation of the probability of an
event's occurrence as a linear function of a set of independent variables. For an ordered
logistic model with a dependent variable that can be categorized into i levels, the
proportional odds model, which is the most commonly used ordered logistic regression
model in practice, takes the following form:

in correspond categories denoted by 1,2 ...i.

Lk

denotes the intercepts, and B denotes

the vector of coefficients.
As an effective analytical tool, logistic regression model has been applied in
previous research to develop relationship between various outcomes and a set of
independent variables. For example, McMahon et al. (1999) applied conditional and
binary logistic model to examine if various socioeconomic and geometric factors impact
the probability of a site being a potential crash site. Kim et al. (1996) developed a binary
logistic model to predict the probability of drivers being at fault in vehicle-bicycle
crashes. Ossenbruggen et al. (2001) also used logistic modeling to determine factors that
significantly impact the likelihood of crashes as well crashes with injuries. Dissanayake
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et al. (2002), and O'Donell et al. (1996) applied logistic model to identify variables
influencing driver injury severity in vehicle-fixed object crashes, and crashes between
vehicles.

2.5.4 Ordered Probity Injury Severity Model
In this research, ordered probit model is used to develop injury severity models. Α

detailed introduction to ordered probity model will be given in chapter 3.
Α number of studies had been conducted using ordered probit model to determine
the relationship between injury severity and various factors. Clop et al. (1999), and Ivan
et al. (2001) used ordered probit model to study the effect of roadway and environmental
variables on injury severity of pedestrians and bicyclists involving in crashes with motor
vehicles. The variables included straight grades, curved grades, darkness, fog, and speed
limit. The result in Clop' s research showed such factors as grades, darkness, weather,
speed limit, AADT, interaction of speed limit and shoulder width significantly impact
bicyclist injury severity. Evan's research indicated that variables like roadway width,
vehicle type, driver alcohol involvement, pedestrian age, and pedestrian alcohol
involvement significantly impact pedestrian injury severity.
Duncan et al. (1998) also applied ordered probit model to evaluate the effects of
various factors on injury severity of vehicle occupants involving in crashes between
passenger cars and heavy trucks. Factors that impacted injury severity, including speed
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differentials, speed limit, grade, light condition, wet condition, were determined, and
countermeasures based on the results were recommended.

EHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
In this research, injury severity models for both urban and rural areas are developed to
predict the injury severity sustained by a pedestrian or bicyclist involved in a collision
with a motor vehicle, and by drivers or passengers involved in motor vehicle crashes.
Injury severity is regarded as the dependent variable with five injury levels as used on the
New Jersey State police report. Speed limit, road type, median type, median width,
annual average daily traffic (AADT), number of lanes, pavement width, and shoulder
width, are selected as independent variables. To develop appropriate injury severity
models, specific criteria are chosen to test the significance of the independent variables so
that significant variables are kept in the model and less significant variables are
eliminated. Also, crash frequency prediction models predicting the number of crashes for
urban and rural areas are developed separately, including prediction models for crashes
between motor vehicles, and models for crashes between motor vehicles and pedestrians
or bicyclists. As the dependent variable, the crash frequency is a function of independent
variables including speed limit, AADT, pavement width, road type, median type, number
of intersections on the roadway segment, and number of signalized intersections on the
segment.
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3.2 Methodology Flow Ehart
The optimal speed limits developed in this research are defined as the speed limits that
minimize the total cost associated with the speed limit including the costs of motor
vehicle crashes and vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes. The approach for determining the
optimal speed limit is similar to what proposed by Oppenlander (1962). A total cost
model is developed to express cost per mile of travel as a function of posted speed limit.
The total cost includes crash cost, travel time cost, fuel consumption cost, and vehicle
emissions cost. Each of these costs varies with the posted speed limit, and cost curves
were obtained based on the relationship between costs and speed limits. The optimal
speed limit is then determined as the minimum point on the total cost curve. This
minimum total cost indicates the minimum social cost of transportation based on a
particular set of conditions. Oppenlander focused his study on rural two and four-lane
highways where pedestrian and bicyclist activities were rare. This research attempts to
obtain social optimal speed limits in both urban and rural areas with shared roadways.
Figure 3.1 shows the process of obtaining the optimal speed limit. As it can be seen from
the figure, the optimal speed limit is based on the comparison of total cost, which is the
combination of crash cost, travel time cost, fuel cost, and emissions cost. The following
sections introduce the method and procedure for the model's development.

Figure 3.1 Process of Obtaining Optimal Speed Limit.
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3.3 Erash Eost Analysis
Calculation of the crash cost is based on the crash frequency, probability of each injury
severity for victims involved in a vehicle-vehicle crash or a vehicle-pedestrian/bicyclist
crash, and the unit cost for each injury severity level. The probability of injury severity
level caused by a crash is obtained from a crash severity model developed in this
research. Crash frequency is provided by a crash prediction model also developed in this
research. In addition, the unit cost of each injury severity level is provided by Federal
Highway Administration (FHA) guidelines for each injury severity level as shown in
the previous chapter.

3.3.1 Ordered Probity Crash Severity Model
In this research, an ordered probit model is used to obtain the probability of injury for
each severity level sustained by drivers, passengers, or pedestrians/bicyclists involved in
motor vehicle crashes. An ordered probit model is a multivariate model that can describe
relationships between a dependent variable and a set of independent variables. The
dependent variable in an ordered probit model is an ordinal response using integers to
represent an ordered sequence. By analyzing the marginal effects of the independent
variables, ordered probit models have the ability to determine whether the independent
variables significantly influence the dependent variable, namely, the injury severity
sustained by vehicle occupants when a crash occurs. In general, an ordered probit model
describing injury severity takes the form:

where Υ * = an unobserved variable measuring the risk of injury,
X = a vector of non-random independent variables,

L = a vector of unknown coefficients, and
ε = a random error term (assumed to follow a standard normal distribution).

The observed and ordered injury severity Y, is given by:

where k denotes the ordered category of injury severity, and /k are the estimated
thresholds. Injury severity is regarded as the dependent variable with five levels in this
research including: Υ = 4 if the accident victim is killed; Υ = 3 if victim suffers an
incapacitated injury; Υ = 2 if victim is moderately injured; Υ = 1 if victim has a minor
injury; and Υ =0 represents property damage only crashes. Therefore, the dependent
variable can be expressed as follows:

where Lk represent the injury severity level thresholds estimated by the model.
Figure 3.2 shows the relationship between the unobserved injury variable Υ * , and the
observed injury severity Y .
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denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution.
Since the dependent variable in an ordered probity model is not continuous, the
ordinary least square (COLS) estimation method is not suitable for obtaining coefficients,
thus the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MALE) is used to solve this kind of problem.
MALE is a statistical method for estimating the coefficients of the independent variables
that maximize the probability of obtaining the observed set of data. A likelihood function
must be built to describe the probability of the observed data as a function of a set of
independent variables.
Let fk (X) be a function of the unknown parameters, Θ = (Θ ‚82 ,. • •Lk ) be the
values of ordered outcomes with k levels, and

8k =1

if the dependent variable Y =k, with

Θ = Ο otherwise. The likelihood function for n independent observations, is given as:
!

The parameter coefficients can be obtained by taking the first partial derivatives
of L(β) with respect to each unknown parameter, and then by setting the resulting
equations to zero.
Once the parameters are estimated using the ordered probity model, significant
variables that impact injury severity of vehicle occupants or pedestrians/bicyclists can be
identified. Significant variables are determined using the devalue associated with each
variable of the model. Α variable at a 90 percent confidence level has a corresponding de
valued ranging from 0 to 0.1, and is regarded in this research as significant in impacting
injury severity. In addition, for continuous independent variables, positive coefficients
mean more severe injury as the magnitude of the variable increases, while negative
coefficients represent less severe injury as the magnitude of the variable increases.
Similarly, positive coefficients of categorical variables indicate the variables would
increase injury severity compared to a referral category, while negative coefficients
represent decreased injury severity. For example, road type, weather condition, and light
condition are categorical variables in the developed injury severity model. Whether the
road is an urban principal arterial, whether there is clear weather, and whether day light
condition exists are selected as previously stated referral categories for each of the
categorical variables.
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3.3.2 Poisson and Negative Binomial Erash Prediction Model
Darious mathematical models have been used to model relationships between a
dependent variable and a set of independent variables. The models discussed in this
research include a Poisson model and negative binomial model.
Poisson and negative binomial models have been used in many studies to develop
a crash prediction model (Miaow et al., 1993, Miao, 1994). Α Poisson model takes the
following form:

Y: Dependent variable, number of crashes
: Dector of independent variables
β : Coefficient of independent variables
:

The expected number of crashes

There is an assumption in the Poisson model that the variance of the data is equal
to the mean. The variance in many applications, however, is likely to be greater or
smaller than the mean. Therefore, the negative binomial model is also selected in this
research to predict the number of crashes between motor vehicles and pedestrians or
bicyclists. Α negative binomial takes the following form:

Where
8 Estimation of the degree of overdispersion,
:
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Γ : The Gamma function,

3.3.3 Variable and Whole Model Test
The statistical program LIMPED (version 7.0) was used in this research to develop the
crash injury severity and crash frequency prediction models. Using a maximum
likelihood estimation approach, GIMPED gives coefficient results and devalue for each
independent variable. The devalued provides the confidence level against the null
hypothesis that the coefficient for an independent variable is zero. Smaller devalue
indicate higher confidence to reject the null hypothesis. In this research, a 90%
confidence level was selected to identify a significant independent variable, therefore a
variable with a devalued of less than or equal to 0.1(1-90%) is regarded as significant .
After the significant variables are identified, the negative binomial model was
applied to refit the model using only variables found to be significant to show the actual
impact of those variables on the crash frequency. The models with only significant
variables are regarded as the final models. Goodness-of-fit tests of the models were also
performed to determine the significance of the models. A measure for the overall
negative binomial model goodness of fit is the B square statistic, which is stated as,
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Where LL(0) is the log likelihood with the constant only, and LL(0) is the log
likelihood at convergence. With a value ranging from 0 to 1, a greater R-square value
means a better fit of the model.
The T-square is not appropriate for use in analyzing the ordered probity model.
(O'Ponnell and Connor, 1996). The first reason is that there is no generally accepted
measure to test the significance of the ordered probit model, and second, previous
research demonstrated potential R-square values with empirical and theoretical upper
limits substantially less than one. (Cohen et al. 1986; Bussell and Bives 1979).
Therefore, the likelihood ratio test, which has been applied by other researchers (Zajac
and Ivan, 2003), is used in this research to evaluate the significance of the ordered probit
models. In this research, the ordered probit model using all the independent variables is
developed. The model is then refitted using only variables found to be significant.
The likelihood ratio test compares the log likelihood of the model containing
significant variables to the log likelihood of the model containing all the independent
variables. The equation for the test is stated as:

Where L denotes the likelihood with significant variables only and L represents
the likelihood with all independent variables,

a is the selected significance level, q is the

degrees of freedom, χ2 the chi-square, and Η0 the null hypothesis, which states that
additional variables beyond significant ones do not have an impact on injury severity.
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To test the significance of the whole model, equation (3.17) was used,

Where L(0) denotes the likelihood with constant only and L(0) the likelihood
with significant variables.
The test statistic shown in equation (3.17) also follows the chi-square distribution and
reflects the significance of the entire model using

χ2

(q) to represent a chi-square

random variable with q degrees of freedom. If the p-value relating to the test satisfies
which is the 90% level of significance assigned in this research, then
the model is regarded as statistically significant.

3.3.4 Erash Eost Ealculation
Once the crash frequency and probabilities of each injury severity level have been
determined, the crash cost can be obtained as a function of the crash frequency, injury
probability, and unit cost of the injury severity. The functions for determining the crash
cost are as follows:

Crash

Total crash cost,

CCveh-veh :

Crash cost caused by vehicle-vehicle crash,

CCveh peed lbic

Crash cost caused by vehicle-pedestrian/bicyclist crash,
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The crash cost shown in equation (3.18) describes the crash cost for crashes
involving vehicle and vehicles. The crash cost in equation (3.19) shows the crash cost for
crashes involving vehicle and pedestrians or bicyclists. The total cost shown in equation
(3.20) is the summation of these costs.

3.4 Operation Eost Analysis

CESIUM is used in this research to simulate the operation conditions under different
speed limits. CERSIM is a microscopic traffic simulation software developed by
FHA. It consists of two traffic simulation models, one is NETS for surface streets,
and the other is FREESIA for freeways. Both of the models have been widely used by
researchers over the past 30 years. The output results of CORSIM include vehicle travel
time, fuel consumption, and emissions. Therefore, the travel time cost, fuel consumption
cost, and air pollution cost, can be obtained from equations (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23),
respectively.
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Cat : Travel time cost,
R

1

:

Remissions

Fuel consumption cost,
: Emis ions cost,

V:
t

Dalue of time per person,
Dehicle travel time ,

:

fuel :Weight of consumed fuel,
V fuel :

Drice of fuel,

WINO :

Weight of emission ΝΟ,

VINO :

Unit cost of ΝΟ,

WHO :

Weight of emission HC,

VHC :

Unit cost of HC,

W0
V0

:

:

Weight of emission CO,
Unit cost of CO,
Once each cost is calculated from the crash frequency prediction model, injury

severity model, and simulations, the total cost can be obtained as the summation of crash
cost, travel time cost, fuel cost, and emissions cost. Then, based on the comparison of
total cost under various speed limits, the optimal speed limit can be determined as the
speed limit with the minimum total cost. The function for total cost calculation is as
shown in equation (3.24),

R_

TRH=Ccrash+C t + Cemison(3.24)

Where,
TRH

:

Total cost

EHAPTER 4
MODEL DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Introduction
Using the methods introduced in chapter 3, the injury severity models and crash
prediction models are developed and discussed in this chapter. The procedure for
developing these models includes data collection and analysis, identification of
significant variables using statistical software, and formulae for injury severity and crash
prediction models.
Several models are developed for determining the crash frequency and injury
severity. These models include injury severity models and crash prediction models for
crashes between motor vehicles and pedestrians or bicyclists, and models for crashes
between motor vehicles. In addition, separate models are developed for urban and rural
roadways because of differences in geometric and traffic characteristics of these two
areas, and also differences in crash frequency occurring in these areas.
LIMDEP 7.0 (Greene, 1998), a statistical package, was used to develop the injury
severity and crash prediction models in this research. The software package allows the
development of various dependent variable regression models such as Doisson, negative
binomial, probit, legit, ordered probit, multinomial legit, nested legit, and discrete choice
models. In this research, an ordered probit model is used to develop the injury severity
model, and a negative binomial model is used for crash prediction since the results from
the model show that the overdispersion parameter is greater than zero.
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4.2 Injury Severity Model
For calculating total crash cost, it is necessary to account for all crashes occurring on the
roadway, including vehicle-vehicle crashes and vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes.
Therefore, injury severity models for pedestrian and bicyclist injuries sustained from
motor vehicles were developed. Injury severity models from injuries involving vehiclevehicle crashes were also developed in this section. Compared to vehicle occupants,
pedestrians and bicyclists are more likely to be injured when hit by a vehicle because the
vehicle has significantly greater mass and in addition, vehicle occupants are protected by
safety equipment installed on the vehicle such as a safety belt and an air bag. Therefore,
the injury severity model for vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes only accounts for injury
severity of pedestrians or bicyclists.

4.2.1 Data Eollection and Analysis
The crash database used to develop the ordered probity model for vehiclepedestrian/bicycle crashes includes crashes from 1997 to 2000 obtained from the New
Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) accident database. The database contains
all crashes including fatal, injury or property damage for all counties within the State.
The accident database includes variables found on the police accident report except for
the name and full address of the drivers or pedestrians/bicyclists involved in the crashes.
Traffic volume and geometric data were obtained from the State's straightline diagrams.
The available geometric data include information on the number of lanes, pavement and
shoulder widths, posted speed limit, median type and functional classification of the
roadway where the crash occurred. Field data were also collected to supplement any
missing data such as geometric data for urban local streets.
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The injury severity of the pedestrian or bicyclist in each crash is selected as the
dependent variable for the injury severity model, and a series of independent variables,
both quantitative and categorical, are listed in Table 4.1. The independent variables
include posted speed limit, pavement width, number of lanes, AADT per lane, median
width, shoulder width, road type, road system, road geometric characteristics, surface
condition, weather condition, light condition, median type, victim age, victim gender, and
vehicle type. Table 4.1 shows that most of the vehicle-pedestńan/bicycle crashes studied
in this research occurred on straight highways (96.8% in urban and 93.1% in rural), on
roadways with dry surface (81.5% in urban and 94% in rural), on roadways without
median (82.7% for urban and 89.7% for rural), during clear weather conditions (85% in
urban and 95.7% in rural), and during day light conditions (62.7% for urban and 63.8%
for rural area). Information about geometric characteristics shows that the average posted
speed limit is about 30 mph for urban roadways and about 35 mph for rural roadways.
The annual average daily traffic (AADT) per lane is 6650 and 3590 for urban and rural
roadways respectively. It can also be seen from Table 4.1 that the average shoulder
width in rural roadways is larger than that in urban roadways, while the average
pavement width is smaller in rural roadways.
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Table 4.1 Model Dariables Identification for Dehicle-Pedestrian/Bicycle Crash

To use these crashes in the model development, it was necessary to identify the
geometric and volume characteristics at the location where each accident occurred. This
could not be accomplished for all bicycle and pedestrian crashes in the State due to the
large number of crashes and, therefore, a subset of crashes from the pedestrian and
bicycle crashes occurring between 1997 and 2000 was used in developing the ordered
probitymdel.Thsunc902rbad16ulcsheoring td
roadways, which cover all roadway functional classifications. Table 4.2 shows the data
summary used in the study by injury level and area type. Priority in crash data selection
was given to include accidents occurring on roadways identified as high crash pedestrian
or bicycle locations. This was done to include as many accidents from one roadway as
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possible. Roadways providing data to develop this model include CR501, CR510, Rt.1,

in Burlington County, and CR663 in Sussex County.
As there are 902 crashes occurring in urban areas and only 116 crashes in rural
areas in the subset database, causing a great difference between the crash frequencies in
these two areas, and as shown in Table 4.2, injury severities sustained by pedestrians or
bicyclists are more serious in rural areas. For example, the percentage of killed or
incapacitated pedestrians or bicyclists is 9.25% in urban areas, while the percentage is
23.38% in rural areas. Therefore, it is necessary to separate urban and rural crashes and
develop two independent models.

Table 4.2 Injury Severity in terms of Area Category for vehicle-pedestrian/bicyclist
Crash

The crash database used to develop injury severity model for vehicle-vehicle
crash include crash data from police-reported motor vehicle crashes occurring in New
Jersey in of 2000. An one-year period of crash data was sufficient for the development of
the vehicle-vehicle crash model because there were many vehicle-vehicle crashes on the
roadways compared to the number of vehicle-pedestrian/bicyclist crashes. Detailed
information about all reported traffic crashes was also obtained from the New Jersey
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Department of Transportation (NJDOT) accident database, the NJDOT straightline
diagrams and field collected data. Only crash data from selected roadways in various
counties in New Jersey were used for statistical analysis due to the large number of
crashes. These roadways include eight urban roadways and seven rural roadways. The
roadways used to develop the injury severity model include Rt., Rt.7, CR501, CR551,
CR585, CR612 and CR667 in Burlington county, and Broad Street in the city of Newark.
The data set contains 3414 urban and 2263 rural motor vehicle crashes. Table 4.3 present
variables used in developing the injury severity model for vehicle-vehicle crashes. The
injury severity data is also summarized by injury severity level in Table 4.4.
It can be seen from Table 4.3 that the majority of the vehicle-vehicle crashes, both
in urban and rural areas, occurred on straight highways (91.6%i in urban and 94.9% in
rural), on roadways with dry surface conditions (75.9% in urban and 78.6% in rural),
during clear weather conditions (80.4% in urban and 81.9% in rural), and during day light
conditions (72.6% in urban and 71.1% in rural). Table 4.3 also shows that the average
posted speed limit is about 25 mph for urban roadways and about 40 mph for rural
roadways. The annual average daily traffic (AADT) per lane is 5697 and 4658 in urban
and rural roadways respectively. Similar to the vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle model, the
average shoulder width in rural roadways is larger than that in urban roadways, while the
average pavement width is smaller in rural roadways. In addition, Table 4.4 shows most
of the studied vehicle-vehicle crashes only caused property damage (83.1% in urban and
82.8% in rural). Crashes resulting in serious injury or death of the vehicle occupants
represented only a very small proportion of all crashes(0.3% in urban and 1.2% in rural).
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Table 4.3 Model Variables Identification for Vehicle-Vehicle Crash

Table 4.4 Injury Severity in Terms of Victims Category

4.2.2 Injury Severity Model Results
Using the crash data from the NJDOT database, injury severity models, including models
for urban vehicle-vehicle crashes, urban vehicle-pedestrian/bicyclist crashes, rural
vehicle-vehicle crashes, and rural vehicle-pedestrian/bicyclist crashes, were developed in
this study. The coefficient estimates and p-values for each independent variable for the
urban vehicle-vehicle and urban vehicle-pedestrian/bicyclist crash injury severity model
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are shown in Table 4.5. For the urban injury severity model for vehiclespedestrian/bicyclist crashes, where a 90% confidence level was used to identify
significant variables, the variables identified as significant in determining the severity of
pedestrian/bicyclist include: posted speed limit, AADT per lane, road type, surface
condition, light condition, median type, age of victim. Similarly, under a 90% confidence
interval, the variables identified as significant in determining the severity of vehicle
occupants include: posted speed limit, number of lanes, road type, road curvature,
weather condition, and light condition. It can be concluded from the model results that
the posted speed limit, road classification, and light condition have a significant impact
on injury severity both for vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes and vehicle-vehicle crashes.
There are additional independent variables that impact injury severity in only one of the
two models. For example, weather condition only has an impact on injury severity
caused by vehicle-vehicle crashes while the surface condition only influences injury
severity in vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes.
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Table 4.5 Injury Severity Models for Urban Area with All Variables

As stated in chapter 3, ordered probity models were also developed using
significant variables only. The final model estimations and p-values are shown in Table
4.6. Model 1 represents the injury severity model for vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes
in urban areas and Model 2 represents the injury severity model for vehicle-vehicle
crashes in urban areas. The final models indicate that all the variables found to be
significant when all variables are used to develop the models remain significant in the
final models.
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Table 4.6 Injury Severity Models for Urban Area with Significant Variables

It can be seen from Table 4.6 that an increase in posted speed limit (0 =0.0243)
or in AADT per lane (0 =0.0242) will result in more serious injury severity sustained by
pedestrian or bicyclist involved in vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crash on urban roadways.
Similar impacts of categorical independent variables on the injury severity for pedestrians
or bicyclists can also be seen. A roadway without median (0 =0.2099) results in a higher
probability of severe injury severity than a roadway with a median. A crash occurs during
day light conditions (0 =-0.264) decreases the probability of severe injury severity. A
crash on an urban minor arterial (0 =0.2198) has a lower probability of severe injury
when compared to the probability of a severe injury on an urban principal arterial.
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Table 4.6 also shows that the injury severity level sustained by vehicle occupants
in vehicle-vehicle crashes tends to be more serious under higher posted speed limit
(0 =0.0272), while an increase in the number of lanes (0 =-0.0969) result in less serious
injury severity for vehicle occupants. In addition, clear weather condition (0 =-0.2216),
day light condition ( 0 =-0.184) decrease injury severity. Compared to a curve roadway,
a straight roadway (0 =-0.2042) can reduce the injury severity of vehicle occupants. Α
crash on an urban collector (0 =-0.4173) has a lower probability of severe injury when
compared to probability of severe injury on an urban principal arterial. The probability
of a severe injury on an urban local roadway (0 =0.2568) is greater than the probability
of a severe injury on an urban principal arterial.
Tables 4.7 and 4.8 indicate the marginal effects of significant independent
variables on the probabilities of each injury severity level. The tables contain the
increased or decreased probabilities in each injury severity level with the change of
significant independent variables. For example, when other variables are kept constant in
a vehicle-pedestriaii(bicycle crash, a 10 mph increase in posted speed limit on urban
roadways will decrease the probability of ADO (property damage only) by 4.2%, and
minor injury by 5.2%, whereas it will increase the injury severity of moderate injury by
5.5%, incapacitated by 3.2%, and killed by 0.7%. In a vehicle-vehicle crash, however,
increasing the posted speed limit by 10 mph will reduce the probability of ADO by 6.7%
while increasing the severity level of minor injury by 5.3%, moderate injury by 1.2%,
incapacitated by 0.1%, and killed by 0.1%. Therefore, it can be concluded that the posted
speed limit has a much greater impact on the probability of severe injury for pedestrian or
bicycle in vehicle-pedestrian crashes than it has for vehicle occupants in vehicle-vehicle
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crashes. As for road classification as a categorical variable, compared to a vehiclepedestrian/bicycle crash on an urban principal arterial, a vehicle-vehicle crash on an
urban minor arterial reduces the probability of a property damage crash by 3.78%, and
minor injury by 4.69% while increasing the probability of moderate injury by 4.95%,
incapacitated by 2.93%, and killed by 0.59% when all other independent variables remain
the same.

Table 4.7 Marginal Effects of Significant Variables in Urban Model for VehiclePedestrian/Bicycle Crash

Table 4.8 Marginal Effects of Significant Variables in Urban Model for Vehicle-Vehicle
Crash
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The probability of each injury severity level sustained by a pedestrian or bicyclist
in urban roadways can be expressed as follows:
ΡΕΥ =5) = 0(0 -β χ) (4.1)
= ψ (5 - (0.027SL + 0.027 ΑΑDTΡL + 0.22UMA - 0.26LCDAY + 0.21RDΒΝΟ + 0.37AGE65 + 0.23PED)
ΡΕΥ =1) = φ(μ 1 - β χ) - φ( 0 - ιβ Χ )
,

(4.2)

= φ(1.56 - (5.524SL + 0.024AADTPL + 0.22UMA - 0.26LCDAY + 0.21RDBN0 + 0.34AGE65 + 0.23PED)
-φ(0 - (5.527SL + 0.024AADTPL + 0.22UMA - 0.26LCDAY + 0.21RDBN0 + 0.37AGE65 + 0.23PED)

Ρ(Υ= 2 )=φ(μ 2

-

β , χ) φ(μ i
-

-

β ι χ)

(4.3)

= 0(2.65 - (5.527SL + 0.024AADTPL + 0.22UMA - 0.26LCDAY + 0.21RDBN0 + 0.37AGE65 + 0.23PED)
- 0(1.56 - (5.524SL + 0.024AADTPL + 0.22UMA - 0.26LCDAY + 0.21RDBN0 + 0.34AGE65 + 0.23PED)

ΡΕΥ = 3) = Ψ(μ3 β'Χ) φ(μ2
-

-

-

β'Χ) (4.4)

= φ(3.63 - (0.024SL + 0.024AADTPL + 0.22UMA - 0.26LCDAY + 0.21RDBN0 + 0.37AGE65 + 0.23PED)
- 0(3.63 - (0.027SL + 0.024AAD TPL + 0.22UMA - 0.26LCDAY + 0.21RDBN0 + 0.37AGE65 + 0.23PED)

(4.5)

Ρ(Υ = 4)=1 φ(μ 3 -13χ)
-

= 1- 0(3.63 - (5.527SL + 0.024AADTPL + 0.22UMA - 0.26LCDAY + 0.21RDBN0 + 0.37AGE65 + 0.23PED)

Likewise, the probabilities of each injury severity level in the urban model for
vehicle-vehicle crashes are given by the following equations:
Ρ(Υ =ο)=φ(0 -β'χ)

= 0(5 - (-5.86 + 0.527SL - 0.097 N0L - 0.72UC + 0.26UL - 0.2RCSTRI - 0.22WTCLEAR - 5.1 8 LCDΑY)

(4.6)

Ρ(Υ= 1 )=φ(μi - ιβχ) - φ( 0- ιβχ
= 0(1.56 - (-5.86 + 0.527SL - 0.097N0L - 0.72UC + 0.26UL - 0.2RCSTRI - 0.22WTCLEAR -5. 18LCDΑY) (4.7)
- φ(5 - (-5.86 + 0.527SL - 0.097 N0L - 0.72UC + 0.26UL - 0.2RCSTRI - 0.22WTCLEAR -5.1 8LCDΑY)
)

Ρ(Υ = 2 )=φ(μ τ

-

βχ) φ(μi βχ)
-

-

= 0(1.83 - (-5.86 + 0.527SL - 0.097N0L - 0.72UC + 0.26UL - 0.2RCSTRI - 0.22WTCLEAR -5. 18LCDΑY) (4.8)
-0(1.56 - (-5.86 + 0.527 SL - 0.597 NFL - 0.72UC + 0.26UL - 0.2RCSTRI - 0.22WTCLEAR - 5. Ι8 LCDAY )

Table 4.9 provides the coefficients and devalue for each of the independent
variables. For rural locations and for both vehicle-pedestriaii(bicycle and vehicle-vehicle
crashes, it can be seen from the table that variables significantly impacting injury severity
of pedestrian and bicyclist include speed limit, pavement width, and type of victim
(pedestrian or bicyclist). In addition, light condition is regarded as significant since the
p-value is close to 0.1. Under a 90% confidence interval, the variables identified as
significant in determining the severity of vehicle occupants include: posted speed limit,
pavement width, AADT per lane, shoulder width, road type, and weather condition. The
final model estimations and p-value are shown in Table 4.10. The final ordered probit
model coefficient estimates are obtained using only significant variables. Model 3
represents the ordered probit model for vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes and Model 4
for vehicle-vehicle crashes in a rural area.
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Table 4.9 Injury Severity Models for Rural Area with All Variables

Table 4.10 indicates that a higher posted speed limit (0 =0.0374) will increase the
probability of a severe injury sustained by a pedestrian or a bicyclist in a vehiclepedestrian/bicycle crash on rural roadway. Wider pavements (0 =-0.0125), on the other
hand, reduce the probability of a severe injury when all other variables are kept the same.
For the impact of categorical independent variables on injury severity for pedestrians or
bicyclists, day light condition (0 =-0.3223) decreases injury severity, and compared to a

independent variables remain the same.
For vehicle-vehicle crashes on rural roadways, Table 4.10 indicates that vehicle
occupants will suffer more serious injury with an increase in posted speed limit
(β =0.0366), while roadways with greater pavement width (,β =-0.0103), or higher
AADT per lane (,β =-0.0329), or greater shoulder width (,β =-0.0258) result in lower
probability of severe injury for vehicle occupants when other variables are kept the same.
In addition, clear weather condition ( ,3 =0.2803) also increases injury severity in rural
roadways when other variables are held constant. The difference in the impact of clear
weather condition on injury severities of vehicle occupants for urban and rural models
may be due to the fact that drivers tend to travel at higher speeds on rural roadways
during clear weather conditions, while on urban roadways they do not increase vehicle
speed due to greater traffic volumes. Moreover, a crash on a rural minor arterial
(0 =0.4534) has a higher probability of a more severe injury for vehicle occupants when
compared to the probability of severe injury on a rural principal arterial.
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Table 4.10 Injury Severity Models for Rural Area with Significant Variables

Tables 4.11 and 4.12 show the marginal effects of significant variables on injury
severity. The results indicate that increasing the posted speed limit results in higher
severity levels in rural areas when compared to the injury severity in urban areas. For
example, a 10 mph increase of the posted speed limit on rural roadways for Model 3,
which is the injury severity model for vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes on rural
roadways, increases the probability of a fatal crash involving pedestrian or bicyclist by
4.6%, and the probability of incapacitated injury by 7.5% when other independent
variables are held constant. While for a pedestrian or bicyclist on urban roadways for
Model 1, which is the injury severity model for vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes on
urban roadways, the probability of a fatal crash and the probability of incapacitated injury
increase by 0.7% and 3.2% respectively with a 10 mph increase in posted speed limit.
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Table 4.11 Marginal Effects of Significant Variables in Rural Area for VehiclePedestrianBicyclist Crash
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4.2.3 Injury Severity Model Test
Four final ordered probity models were developed in this research. The models include an
injury severity model for vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes in urban areas (Model 1), an
injury severity model for vehicle-vehicle crashes in urban areas (Model 2), an injury
severity model for vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes in rural areas (Model 3), and an
injury severity model for vehicle-vehicle crashes in rural areas (Model 4). The following
contains the goodness-of-fit tests performed for these models using a likelihood ratio test
as presented in chapter 3.
For Model 1, the likelihood ratio test compares at first the log likelihood of the
model that contains significant variables only to the log likelihood of the model that
contains all independent variables as follows,
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The degrees of freedom, which is defined as the difference between the number of
parameter in these two models, is 11. The chi-square value associated with the degrees
of freedom is shown below based on a 90% confidence level:

This result indicates that the coefficients of all insignificant
variables are equal to zero. Therefore, it is reasonable to keep only the significant
variables in Model 1.
Upon the completion of the last step, it is necessary to test the significance of the
whole model. Then we have,

Since

the

deρτeec

of

freedom

in

Model

1

is

eight,

is smaller than 0.1, Model 1 is regarded as statistically
significant for a 90% confidence level.
Similarly, the other three models can be tested using the same method. Table 4.13
presents the test results for all the final models. It can be concluded that all ordered
probitymdelsnharctislygnfca.
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Table 4.13 Results of Injury Severity Models Significant Test

4.3 Erash Frequency Prediction Model
After the probabilities of the injury level are determined using the injury severity model,
crash frequencies were identified to obtain crash cost. Similar to the injury severity
models, crash frequency prediction models developed in this research also included both
urban and rural models for crashes involving vehicles only, and crashes involving
vehicles and pedestrians or bicyclists. However, crashes involving vehicles and
pedestrians or bicyclists in rural areas occurred rarely, resulting in difficulties to develop
crash frequency models for these rare crashes. Therefore, the average number of crashes
during the period of 1997-2000 on selected rural roadways was used to calculate the
crash cost for rural roadways.

4.3.1 Data Eollection and Analysis
The subset crash data used to develop the vehicle-pedestriaiilbicycle crash frequency
model for an urban area included nineteen roadways with 359 crashes on 384 roadway
segments. The roadway segments varied in length from 0.03 to 1 mile. The roadways
where crash data were obtained include CR501 in Hudson County, CR510 in Essex
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County, Rt.1 in Hudson, Middlesex, and Mercer Counties, CR603 in Essex County, Rt.27
in Middlesex and Union County, CR508 in Essex County, CR601 in Passaic County,
CR5065 in Essex County, Rt.28 in Somerset, Middlesex, and Union Counties, Rt.35 in
Ocean, Monmouth and Middlesex County, Rt.72 in Ocean County, Rt.21 in Essex
County, CR509 in Essex and Union County, CR551 in Camden and Gloucester County,
CR514 in Middlesex and Union County, CR537 in Camden County, CR585 in Atlantic
County, CR505 in Hudson County, and CR612 in Burlington County. Categorical
independent variables such as road character, surface condition, weather condition, and
light condition are not included in this model because the crash prediction model of this
section predicts the number of crashes in various segments of a roadway, and each crash
in a segment occurred under a different situation. In addition, urban local streets are
excluded from this model since the detailed straightline diagram for local streets with
such kind of crashes is not available. The variables used to develop the crash prediction
model for vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes are shown in Table 4.14. The table shows
that the average posted speed limit is 36 mph for selected urban roadways, the average
shoulder width is 4.7 ft, the average pavement width 44 ft, the average median width
1.17 ft, and the average number of lanes is 3.
Table 4.14 Model Variables for Vehicle-Pedestrian/Bicycle Crash in Urban Area
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Crash data for vehicle-vehicle crashes using the urban and rural model are
obtained from crashes in fourteen urban roadways and ten rural roadways in New Jersey
during the 1997 to 2000 period. The urban crash data are obtained from 2332 urban
segments in Rt.1, Rt.5, Rt.7, Rt.27, Rt.11, Rt.7, Rt.11, Rt.71, Rt.11, Rt.91, Rt.156,
Rt.173, Rt.175, and Rt.111. Each segment has a length of 0.2 mile. Also, the roadways
used in the rural model for vehicle-vehicle crash frequency include Rt. 30, Rt.31, Rt.15,
Rt.41, Rt.50, Rt.91, Rt.173, Rt.111, Rt.202, and Rt. 322. The roadways are divided into
2922 segments with a length of 0.2 mile each, and there are 3613 vehicle crashes on these
segments during the 1997 to 2000 period. A series of independent variables, including
speed limit, pavement width, number of lanes, AADT, shoulder width, road type, median
type, number of intersections in the segments and number of signalized intersections in
the segments, are used for the model development. It can be seen from Table 4.15 that
the average posted speed limit is about 15 mph for urban roadways and 50 mph for rural
roadways. The annual average daily traffic (AADT) is 31,526 and 11,615 for urban and
rural roadways respectively. It can also be seen from Table 1.15 that the average
shoulder width in rural roadways is larger than that on urban roadways, while the average
pavement width and the average number of lanes are smaller in rural roadways. In
addition, the average number of intersections and signalized intersections are greater on
urban rural roadways.
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Table 4.15 Model Variables Identification for Vehicle-Vehicle Crash

4.3.2 Erash Frequency Model Results
The coefficient estimation and P-values of the crash frequency prediction model for
vehicle-pedestrian or bicyclist crash in urban areas are shown in Table 4.16. Posted
speed limit, road type, and vehicle exposure are identified as significant variables.
Vehicle exposure is the number of vehicle kilometers traveled per year as shown in
equation (4.21). Α final model (Model 5) is developed using significant variables only as
shown in Table 4.17. The results indicate that higher posted speed limits (0 =-0.089) on
urban roadways are likely to decrease crash frequency between a vehicle and a pedestrian
or bicyclist. The possible reasons are the roadways with higher speed limits generally
have less pedestrian or bicyclist volume, and geometric design standards on those
roadways are much higher, such as wider pavement and an increased number of lanes.
The table also shows that there are fewer crashes on an urban minor arterial (0 =-0.8147)
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compared to an urban principal arterial. The possible reason is that there is less vehicle
volume on an urban minor arterial than on an urban principal arterial.

Table 4.16 Crash Frequency Model for Vehicle-PedestrianBicycle in Urban Area with
All Variables

Table 4.17 Crash Frequency Model for Vehicle-Ped.Bic. in Urban Area with
Significant Variables
Parameter (Model 5)

Estimation

P.Value
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this model based on conclusions by previous research (Miaou,1994), which showed that
exposure had a positive impact on crash frequency.

Table 1.11 presents the coefficient estimation and P-values of the independent
variables for vehicle-vehicle crashes in urban areas. There are more independent
variables in the vehicle-vehicle model than in the vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle model
because of added variables such as the number of intersections and number of signalized
intersections. These variables are included because they are available for vehicle-vehicle
crashes through the NJDOT straightline diagram. Variables found to significantly impact
vehicle-vehicle crash frequency in urban areas include the number of intersections, speed
limit, AADT, pavement width, number of lanes, median type, and road type. The
significant variables are also used to develop the final crash frequency model (Model 6)
for vehicle-vehicle crashes in urban areas. The coefficient estimations and p-values of
the independent variables are shown in Table 4.19. It can be seen from the table that
independent variables such as the number of intersections (0 =0.1311), number of
signalized intersections (β =0.7012), AADT (β =0.000011), and number of lanes
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(0 =0.1196) have positive impacts on vehicle-vehicle crash frequency in urban areas,
while posted speed limit (0 =-0.0262), pavement width (0 =-0.0069), and grass median
(0 =-0.371) negatively impact crash frequency. Compared to an urban principal arterial,
a roadway with other classifications such as an urban minor arterial, an urban collector,
and an urban local street, can reduce the vehicle-vehicle crash frequency. This can be
explained by the fact that roadways with more intersections, or greater AADT, or more
lanes are locations where it is more likely to have a crash between vehicles because of the
greater vehicle exposure, while a wider pavement and grass median provide drivers with
better driving conditions, resulting in fewer crashes. The reason why the speed limit has
a negative impact on crash frequency may also be attributed to the fact that roadways
with higher speed limits are of much higher geometric standards when compared to
roadways with lower speed limits. Moreover, studies conducted by Solomon (1964) and
Ciriulo (1961) pointed out the strong relationship between speed deviation and vehicle
crash involvement. As presented in Chapter 2, the V-shape curve showed that a vehicle
was more likely to be involved in a crash when there was a greater deviation between a
vehicle's speed and the average speed of vehicles. Therefore, it is possible that the
reason for the negative impact of speed limit on crash frequency is that the speed
deviation on roadways with higher speed limits is smaller due to good driving conditions,
thus reducing the crash frequency on those roadways. In addition, compared to an urban
principal roadway, other roadway classifications such as urban minor arterial, urban
collector, and urban local have much less traffic volume (AADT), thus resulting in fewer
crashes.
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Table 4.18 Crash Frequency Model for Vehicle-Vehicle Crashes in Urban Area with All

Table 4.19 Crash Frequency Model for Vehicle-Vehicle Crashes in Urban Area with
Significant Variables
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The Crash frequency between vehicles in urban roadways can be expressed as,

Where
N _ Inter

: Number of intersections on a segment

N _ Siginter : Number of signalized intersections on a segment
: Pavement width

PV

: Number of lanes

NOEL
MedGM

: Grass median

UL

: Vrban local street

A negative binomial model was also used to predict crash frequency on rural
roadways. Vsing GIMPED to analyze the crash data, the variables identified as
significant in the rural model as shown in Table 4.20 include tnumber of intersections,
number of signalized intersection, speed limit, AADT, median type, and road type. Table
4.21 shows the coefficient estimation and devalue for all significant variables of the final
model for vehicle-vehicle crashes in rural areas (Model 7). Similar to the urban model,
independent variables such as number of intersections, number of signalized
intersections, and posted speed limit also has positive impact on vehicle-vehicle crash
frequency in rural areas. Also, compared to a rural principal arterial, a rural minor
collector has fewer crashes between vehicles. A grass median has an opposite impact on
crash frequency for an urban area than a rural area, this may be attributed to different
geometric characteristics and drivers' behaviors.
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The predicted number of crashes between vehicles in rural roadways is stated as:

Table 4.20 Crash Frequency Model for Vehicle-Vehicle Crashes in Rural Area with All

Table 4.21 Crash Frequency Model for Vehicle-Vehicle Crashes in Rural Area with
Significant Variables
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4.3.3 Erash Frequency Model Test

Three negative binomial models are developed in this research to predict crash
frequencies. These models include a crash frequency model for
vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes in urban areas (Model 5), a crash frequency model for vehiclevehicle crashes in urban areas (Model 6), and a crash frequency model for vehicle-vehicle
crashes in rural areas (Model 7). As indicated before, crashes involving vehicles and
pedestrians or bicyclists in rural areas occurred rarely, resulting in difficulties to develop
crash frequency models for these rare crashes. Therefore, the average number of crashes
during the 1997-2000 period on selected rural roadways was used to calculate the crash
cost for rural roadways. The values of the overdispersion parameter in the three crash
frequency models imply the appropriateness of a negative binomial model rather than a
Poisson model. Additionally, it can be seen from the Tables 4.17, 4.19, and 4.21 that the
R squares for these three models are 0.25, 0.393, and 0.104, respectively, indicating a
acceptable fitting of the data.

EHAPTER 5
EASE STUDY

5.1 Introduction
The models developed in the previous chapter are used to predict the crash frequency and
injury severity level when crashes occur. Then the total crash cost on a roadway segment
is obtained based on the crash frequency, crash injury severity level, and unit cost of each
injury severity level. Since total cost for a roadway segment consists of crash cost, travel
time cost, fuel cost, and air emissions cost, CORSIM was used in this research to
simulate operational situations on roadways to obtain data of travel time, fuel
consumption, and emissions to calculate travel time cost, fuel cost, and air emissions
cost, which are the components of total cost. Since a CORIUM simulation should be
based on actual geometric information, segments for several roadways in New Jersey
were selected to obtain the optimal speed limits based on the methods shown before.
Information on AADT on major roadways was provided from the NJDOT database, and
signal timings at intersections were collected from the field. However, such information
as AADT on minor streets, percentages of turning vehicles, which are necessary for the
simulation, was not available in either an existing database or field-collected data.
Therefore, assumptions were made about this information. In the simulation, volumes on
minor streets and turn vehicle percentages are estimated based on field-collected data,
and minor streets between two signalized intersections are combined to one due to the
large number of minor streets in theses segments, which causes difficulties in simulation.
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One urban roadways and two rural roadways were selected for case studies to
identify the optimal speed limit based on total cost. The roadways include Route 1,
Route 30, and Route 322. Results of the case studies are shown in the following sections.

Route 1 in New Jersey is a roadway extending for 64.11 miles through multiple counties.
The roadway has between 3 and 7 lanes, and has posted speed limits ranging from 30
mph to 55 mph. In addition, it has shoulder width varying from 0 to 24 feet, pavement
width from 22 to 72 feet, and median width from 0 to 6 feet. The roadway is classified as
an urban principal arterial and an urban freeway. In this case study, a 1-mile segment of
Rt.1 (MA 57.61 to 51.61) in Hudson County, which is classified an urban principal
arterial, is selected for simulation. Detailed geometric and traffic information on this
segment is shown in Table 5.1.
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5.2.1 Injury Severity Model for Vehicle and Pedestrian/Bicyclist Erash
The injury severity model developed in Chapter 4 is used here to calculate the
probabilities of injury severity levels based on specific roadway information. However,
data on surface condition, light condition, victim's age and whether he/she is a pedestrian
or a bicyclist are unavailable before a crash occurs, thus assumptions were made that the
crash occurred during day light condition between a vehicle and a pedestrian whose age
is under 65. Therefore, the injury severity model for Rt. 1 is shown below.
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To determine the optimal posted speed limit for a roadway, it is necessary to
know the probability of each injury severity under various speed limits. Table 5.2 shows
the probability for each injury severity for speed limits from 15 mph to 65 mph. The
table shows that higher posted speed limits increase the probabilities of higher injury
severity levels. For example, when a pedestrian hit by a vehicle on a roadway with a 25
mph posted speed limit, the probability of incapacitated injury sustained by the pedestrian
is 4.35%, while on a roadway with a 65 mph posted speed limit, the probability increases
to 19.34%.

Table 5.2 Injury Severities in Different Speed Limits in Vehicle- Pedestrian/Bicycle
Crash
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5.2.2 Injury Severity Model for Vehicle-Vehicle Erash
Arobabilities of injury severity levels for vehicle-vehicle crashes on Rt. 1 can be obtained
from the following equations based on the assumptions that the crashes occurred during
clear weather conditions and day light conditions,

Arobabilities of injury severity levels under different speed limits are shown in
Table 5.3. It can be seen that higher posted speed limits result in more severe injuries for
vehicle occupants in vehicle-vehicle crashes. The table also indicates that vehicle
occupants sustain lower injury levels in vehicle-vehicle crashes when compared to the
injury severity for a pedestrian in a vehicle-pedestrian crash. For example, the
probability of moderate injury for an occupant in a vehicle-vehicle crash is 6.35% on a
roadway with 55 mph posted speed limit, in comparison to the probability of 31.46% for
a pedestrian in a vehicle-pedestrian crash on the same roadway and the same posted
speed limit.
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Table 5.3 Injury Severities in Different Speed Limits in Vehicle-Vehicle Crash

5.2.3 Vehicle and Pedestrian/Bicyclist Erash Prediction Model
As shown in chapter 4, the number of crashes for vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle on Rt. 1 can
be predicted using the following equation,

Thus, the number of vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crashes for various speed limits
can be calculated as in Table 5.4. As explained in the previous chapter, the result that
higher posted speed limits on urban roadways are likely to decrease vehiclepedestrian/bicycle crash frequency may be attributed to the fact that roadways with
higher speed limits generally have less pedestrian or bicyclist volume, and the geometric
characteristics of those roadways are much better such as wider pavement and more
lanes.
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Table 5.4 Vehicle-Pedestrian/Bicycle Crash Frequency Aredictions under Different
Speed Limits

5.2.4 Vehicle-Vehicle Erash Prediction Model
The number of crashes for vehicle-vehicle crashes in each segment of 0.2- mile in length
is obtained from the crash prediction model provided in the previous chapter. The crash
frequency model is stated as follows:

The number of crashes for vehicle-vehicle crashes for various speed limits are
presented in Table 5.5. Again, the small number of vehicle-vehicle crashes on roadways
with higher posted speed limit may be attributed to the better geometric standards in
comparison with roadways with lower posted speed limit.

Table 5.5 Vehicle-Vehicle Crash Aredictions under Different Speed Limits

5.2.5 Erash Cost
Based on the probabilities of injury severity level, the number of crashes, and the unit
costs provided by FHA, the crash costs in this 1-mile segment of Rt. 1 are described by:
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For example, the crash cost for a vehicle-vehicle crash in this segment with speed
limit of 40 mph is,

and the crash cost for a vehicle-pedestrian/bicycle crash in this segment with the
same speed limit is,

Therefore, the total crash cost in this segment is,

Crash costs under various speed limits are shown in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6 Crash Costs under Different Speed Limits

5.2.6 CCORSIM Simulation Result
Vsing the previous assumptions, the 1-mile segment of Rt. 1 is simplified to a section
with eight intersections, including four signalized intersections. CORSIM input includes
field-measured data such as signal timing, geometric characteristics, traffic volume on
major roadway, and turn percentage. The output results such as travel time, fuel
consumption, and vehicle emissions are provided by the simulation to calculate travel
time cost, fuel cost, and vehicle emissions cost using the equations developed in chapter
3. The simulation results for these costs are shown in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7 Costs from Simulation for Route 1

5.2.7 Determination of Optimal Posted Speed Limit
The total cost under various speed limits, as shown in Table 5.8, is the summation of all
the costs including crash cost, travel time cost, fuel cost, and emissions cost. The
equation is stated as follows:

It can be seen from Table 5.1 that the optimal speed limit with minimum total cost
is 50 mph. Therefore, this speed limit can be selected as the posted speed limit on the 1Emilesgntadofhcure40mpstdli.
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Table 5.8 Total Cost in Different Speed Limits for Rt. 1

To present the relationship between speed limit and costs, cost curves based on
Table 5.8 are shown in Figure 5.1. The Figure shows that travel time cost gradually
decreases while crash cost and vehicle emissions cost increases with the increase of
posted speed limit. In addition, it can be seen that increasing posted speed limit reduces
the total cost until the speed limit reaches 55 mph, and then the total cost rises with an
increasing of posted speed limit.

Figure 5.1 Cost curves for route 1.

5.3 Other Ease Studies
In addition to the case study for Rt.1, three more roadways, including Rt.30, Rt. 322, and
Rt.47, were selected for the optimal speed limit analysis. The total cost calculations and
cost curves for each roadway are shown in the following sections.

5.3.1 Ease Study 2: Route 30 (Milepost: 41.19-41.79)
RT30 is a roadway crossing multiple counties and it is classified rural principal arterial or
urban principal arterial. The selected segment is located in Atlantic County where it is a
rural principal arterial. It has an existing posted speed limit of 35 mph. Table 5.9
presents detailed information on this segment, Table 5.10 shows the total costs under
various posted speed limits, and Figure 5.2 shows the relationship between total cost and
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posted speed limit. It can be seen from Table 5.10 and Figure 5.2 that the optimal speed
limit with minimum total cost is 30 mph.

Table 5.9 Route 30 Segment Information

Table 5.10 Total Cost in Different Speed Limits for Rt. 30
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RT322 is a roadway crossing several counties. It has a length of 50 miles, between 2 and
6 lanes, posted speed limit ranging from 30 to 55 mph, shoulder width ranging from 0 to
20 feet, and pavement width from 24 to 72 feet. The selected segment is between
mileposts 29.74 through 30.74 in Gloucester County, where it is classified as a rural
minor arterial. Table 5.11 displays geometric and traffic information about the segment.
Total costs at various posted speed limits are shown in Table 5.12 and Figure 5.3, which
indicates that a 40 mph posted speed limit is optimal.
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Table 5.11 Route 322 Segment Information

Table 5.12 Total Cost in Different Speed Limits for Rt. 322
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EHAPTER 6
EONELUSION

A major concern about traffic crashes is that through property damages, injuries and even
fatalities, they generate large economic costs. The development of a total cost curve in
this research provided an opportunity to minimize total cost related to traffic crashes on
roadways. Crash injury severity models and crash frequency models for both urban and
rural roadways were developed to predict crash frequency and injury severity levels
sustained by vehicle occupants, pedestrians and bicyclists. In the case studies, crash costs
for segments on different roadways in New Jersey were calculated based on predicted
crash frequency and crash injury severity level; CORSIM simulation was used to obtain
information on travel time, fuel consumption and emissions to calculate travel time cost,
fuel consumption cost, and air emissions cost. Total cost curves were then built to show
the relationship between total cost and posted speed limits.
The conclusions of this research are presented in the following sections:
1. Model Development and Model Testing
Seven models were developed in this research. The models include crash injury severity
models for motor vehicle crashes in urban and rural roadways, which predict the injury
severity level sustained by vehicle occupants; Crash injury severity models for
motor-pedestrian/bicyclist crashes in urban and rural roadways, which predict the injury
severity level sustained by pedestrians or bicyclists; Crash frequency models for motor
vehicle crashes in urban and rural roadways, which predict the number of motor vehicle
crashes; and a crash frequency model for motor-pedestrian/bicyclist crashes in urban
roadways, which predicts the number of crashes between motor vehicles and pedestrians
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or bicyclists. The crash injury severity models showed that a higher posted speed limit is
more likely to cause more serious injury either for vehicle occupants in motor vehicle
crashes or pedestrians/bicyclists when hit by a motor vehicle. The crash frequency
models, however, indicated that a higher posted speed limit is associated with a lower
crash frequency. This may be attributed to the better road characteristics on roadways
with higher posted speed limit.
The likelihood ratio tests for crash injury severity models showed that all models
are statistically significant, and the R square test for crash frequency models indicated
that the models have good fitness of data.

2. Case Studies
Segments on several roadways in New Jersey were selected for total cost analysis in this
research. The roadways include Route 1, Route 47, Route 30, and Route 322. Injury
severity models and crash frequency models are developed for these roadways, and crash
costs were obtained based on predicted crash frequency, crash injury severity, and unit
cost of each injury severity level. CORSIM was used to simulate vehicle operations under
different posted speed limits. Travel time, fuel consumption and emissions were
provided by CORSIM's output. Operational costs including travel time cost, fuel cost,
and emissions cost were then calculated. The total cost curve for each segment showed a
U-shape relationship between posted speed limit and total cost. The optimal posted speed
limit for each segment was determined as minimum total cost point on the total cost
curve.
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3. Future Research
Several aspects should be addressed in future research: (a) Data, (b) Model development,
and (c) Total cost components.

a. Data
Information on road curve, grade, pedestrian volume, and traffic volume on minor streets
was unavailable for this study, although it is much better if the information could be used
for the model development. For example, the crash frequency between motor vehicle and
pedestrian or bicyclist has been proven to be associated with both traffic volume and
pedestrian or bicyclist volume, but the latter variable was ignored in this study, thereby
resulting in a biased crash frequency prediction.

b. Model Development
In the process of developing crash injury severity models and crash frequency models,
more independent variables should be considered in future studies to better reflect the
impact of independent variables on crash frequency and crash injury severity.

c. Total Cost Components
Some previous studies included in the total cost calculation such costs as noise pollution
cost, tire-wear cost, and maintenance cost. Therefore, the total cost curve in future
studies may account for more cost components to obtain better results.

APPENDIX
NOTATIONS

Variable

Description

Unit

S

Social optimum speed

mph

V7.

Value of time $
The price of gasoline $

ΡG

VLFThe amount necessary to compensate a driver for an increase in the $
probability of a fatal crash
c

The increase in gasoline use per mile as speed increase 1 mph.

gallon

b

The increased probability per mile on driver of a fatal crash as

-

speed increase 1 mph
b'

The increased probability per mile on other people of a fatal crash as speed increase 1 mph

N Crashes Number of Crashes per Year-

Y *An unobserved variable measuring the risk of injury
X

-

A vector of non-random independent variables -

0A vector of unknown coefficients -

ε

A random error term

-

Cεrαsh

Total crash cost

$

CCveh_veh
CCveh _ pedjbjc

Crash cost caused by vehicle-vehicle crash $

Crash cost caused by vehicle-pedestrian/bicyclist crash
LU Estimatedcrashcost feachinjurysevrity $
C'
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$

110

P(Υ = i)
ΟΡ

Arobability of each injury severity (i=0,1,2,3,4)

-

Vehicle occupancy (person per vehicle)

-

C»Travel time cost

$

Fuel consumption cost

$

✓

Value of time per person

$

t

Vehicle travel time

h

CC,ei
Chem Emissions cost $

fuel Weight of consumed fuel
V el

kg

Arice of fuel

WINO Weight of emission ΝΟ

$
kg

VINOUnit cost of ΝΟ $
WHO

Weight of emission HC

kg

VHC

Unit cost of HC

$

Vc0

Weight of emission CO

kg

Unit cost of CO

$

Number of intersections on a segment

-

Vc0
ETC Total cost $
N _ Inter

N _ Siginter Number of signalized intersections on a segment

-

BV

Pavement width

ft

Number of lanes

-

NOEL
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